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A B S T R A C T   

Hydrate plugging in gas- and oil-production and transport systems has long been a critical challenge. Traditional 
hydrate mitigation strategies through applying chemicals and thermal destabilization are costly and eco- 
unfriendly. Passive anti-hydrate surfaces with potential to enable self-removal of hydrates are desired. Surpris-
ingly, thin onion film peeled off from an onion bulb scale is found to have low hydrate adhesion, thanks to the 
porous structures and the surface cuticle layer. Subsequently, through mimicking the bio-properties of an actual 
onion film, a hydrate-phobic onion inspired surface with super low hydrate adhesion strength is fabricated. By 
engineering abundant pores below smooth surface, the onion inspired surface dramatically decreases the 
cyclopentane (CyC5) hydrate adhesion strength from 95 kPa to 4.7 kPa. The onion inspired surface also main-
tains super low hydrate adhesion (8.7 kPa) after 20 hydrating/de-hydrating cycles. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance of this new hydrate-phobic surface is enhanced by integrating a regenerable artificial cuticle layer, which 
enables even lower hydrate adhesion (2.9 kPa). Therefore, the onion inspired surface can provide alternative 
solutions for future hydrate mitigation.   

1. Introduction 

Natural gas hydrate is a promising future energy resource that con-
sists of cage-like water skeleton with entrapped methane molecules 
[1,2]. Despite the great potentials of gas hydrates in numerous appli-
cations including gas storage [3], gas separation [4], desalination [5] 
and others, unwanted gas hydrate accumulation remains a challenge to 
gas- and oil-production and transport systems [6,7]. In the gas/oil 
pipeline systems, the hydrate plugs initiated by hydrate formation and 
deposition restrict the gas/oil flow, resulting in over-pressurization and 
other catastrophic consequences [8,9]. Avoiding hydrate plugging and 
further removing plugged hydrates safely have consumed a great 
amount of deep-water flow-assurance resources. State-of-the-art hy-
drate-plugging mitigation in the industry mainly relies on active 
methods by supplying thermal energy for hydrate melting or applying 
chemicals to inhibit hydrate formation [10–13]. However, these 
methods are energy-intensive, costly, and might also lead to environ-
ment problems [8,14,15]. In the last decade, increasing interests have 
been focused on passive anti-hydrate surfaces that can inhibit hydrate 
formation directly on pipe walls or lower hydrate adhesion for removal 
without external force or energy inputs [14,16–20]. 

Two major types of passive anti-hydrate coatings, namely polymeric 
and superhydrophobic coatings, are commonly investigated in the anti- 
hydrate communities. Firstly, the polymeric coatings are used to lower 
the hydrate adhesion strength [17,21,22]. Recently reported bilayer 
polymeric coatings developed through initiated chemical vapor depo-
sition can decrease the adhesion strength of cyclopentane (CyC5) hy-
drate form ~220 kPa on rough steel to ~20 kPa [22]. Despite these 
pioneer polymeric coatings show promising hydrate-phobicity, surfaces 
with even lower hydrate adhesion strength (<10 kPa) are required for 
possible self-removal of hydrates [23,24]. Secondly, superhydrophobic 
coatings are employed for both inhibiting hydrate formation and 
reducing hydrate adhesion on surfaces [16,18,25–28]. Ideally, the 
superhydrophobic surfaces can enable Cassie-Baxter contact with hy-
drate precursor droplets atop and lead to the removal of hydrate parti-
cles with nondetectable force [25]. However, the application of 
superhydrophobic surfaces for hydrate mitigation is restricted owing to 
the known drawbacks of superhydrophobic surfaces for anti-icing 
[29–31]. On the one hand, the superhydrophobic surfaces gradually 
lose their functions in cyclic applications because of the degradation of 
surface micro-/nano- structures [29,30]. On the other hand, once the 
ice/hydrate form inside the textures of superhydrophobic surfaces, the 
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mechanical inter-locking between ice/hydrates and substrates generates 
strong adhesion [31]. Therefore, novel anti-hydrate surfaces that can 
maintain durable low hydrate adhesion strength (<10 kPa) are desired. 

Recently, it is suggested that anti-gas hydrate surfaces can be 
designed by learning from anti-icing surfaces [32]. Among the widely 
reported anti-icing surfaces, bio-inspired icephobic surfaces are among 
the most attractive strategies [33,34]. Despite that various surfaces from 
lotus-leaf inspired superhydrophobic surfaces (SHS) to pitcher-plants- 
inspired slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) have been 
developed for multiple anti-icing applications [35,36], bio-inspired anti- 
hydrate surfaces is still in its infancy. The onion films that consist of 
monolayer epidermis cells can bend, contract and elongate and have 
shown potentials in artificial muscles [37]. However, the special adhe-
sion behaviors of onion film have rarely been received attention. The 
onion film with microscale thickness (20–30 μm) [38] that maintains 
flexibility below 0 ℃ makes it a promising surface coating for anti-icing/ 
anti-hydrate. In this work, for the first time, inspired by the onion, a 
novel anti-hydrate surface is designed. The essential mechanisms of 
onion films in lowering the adhesion between onion bulb scales is 
implanted in the as-prepared surface for practically low hydrate adhe-
sion. The details of surface fabrication strategy for incubating low hy-
drate adhesion via sub-surface structures and surface lubrication are 
presented. The mitigated hydrate adhesion on the onion-inspired surface 
is discussed. 

2. Results and discussions 

2.1. Low hydrate adhesion on onion film 

The unique adhesion behavior of onion bulb scales can be observed 
when an onion is put into freezing environment. As shown in the sup-
plementary Fig. S1, a fresh onion contains plenty of water in its body and 
forms a compact block in a freezer. Surprisingly, even being fully frozen, 
onion bulb scales can be separated easily from each other. A more 
detailed investigation into the properties of the onion is then carried out 
to reveal the mechanism underlying the low adhesion between onion 
bulb scales. By focusing on an actual onion, we firstly take a look at the 

detail constitutes of the bulb scales. Interestingly, there is a special 
membrane, termed onion film in the following text, consists of mono-
layer epidermal cells between two onion bulb scales (supplementary 
Fig. S2) [39,40]. Since the onion film is the only tissue between two bulb 
scales, it is essential to firstly understand the adhesion behaviors of an 
onion film. As shown in Fig. 1a, the onion film can be peeled off easily 
from the bulb scales. Surprisingly, the onion film is hydrophobic thanks 
to a top cuticle layer of waxy polymer [41], with a water contact angle 
of ~103◦ (detailed information about contact angle characterization is 
given in supplementary Fig. S2). The onion film is comprised of special 
sub-surface structure and shapes of epidermal cells and pores, as 
resolved by scanning electron microscope (SEM) shown in Fig. 1b and c. 
The onion film is subjected to adhesion strength test for understanding 
of the essential mechanisms in the unique adhesion between bulb scales, 
as measurements shown in Fig. 1d. Specifically, onion bulb scales are 
firstly cut into cubes with a dimension of 10 mm * 10 mm * 2 mm. Onion 
cubes with and without an onion film are then placed onto glass sub-
strates and are pressed with a weight atop. The systems are held in a 
freezer with internal temperature of − 18 ℃ for 3 h before adhesion test. 
To measure the adhesion strength of onion bulb scales on substrates, 
shearing forces are applied on the frozen scales (inset, Fig. 1d). The 
adhesion strength is calculated using the monitored maximum shearing 
force normalized by the contact area (the same criteria is used for hy-
drate and ice adhesion calculation) [20,24,32]. Comparing to directly 
contacted bulb scale on glass, a sandwiched onion film leads to ~68% 
reduction in adhesion strength (from 312 kPa to 99 kPa). Therefore, the 
onion film can be an instructive bio-inspiring model for coating design 
for low adhesion strength. 

With the effect of an onion film on adhesion strength discussed 
above, the corresponding mechanisms that can be utilized for mitigating 
hydrate adhesion are further explored. There are two key structural 
components in the onion film responsible for low adhesion, namely the 
surface cuticle layer and the sub-surface porous structure as depicted in 
Fig. 2a. The effects of onion film in lowering hydrate adhesion strength 
(τhydrate) can be predicted using the empirical equation that widely used 
in design icephobic surfaces [23,33,42] 

Fig. 1. Properties of onion films in lowering adhesion strength. (a) An onion film on a bulb scale of onion. The onion film is an intermediate epidermis between 
two bulb scales. The water contact angle on the film is shown as inset. (b) The corrugated surface morphology of an onion film. (c) The porous structures of an onion 
film shown by SEM image. The pores in the monolayer of epidermal cells are highlighted. (d) Samples of onion bulb scales with and without an onion film are cut into 
small pieces for quantifying their adhesion strength onto glass under − 18 ℃ is measured. 
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τhydrate =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
E*G
πaΛ

√

where E* is the apparent Young’s modulus of surface, G is the surface 
energy, a is the total length of crack, and Λ is a nondimensional constant. 
Despite that the rough epidermal surface can potentially interlock with 
hydrate, the top cuticle layer of the onion film decreases surface energy 
G and at the same time can act as a lubricant for lowering hydrate 
adhesion [25]. On the other hand, the parameter a is affected by the 
micro-structures of an onion film. The unique sub-surface pores of the 
onion film can lead to stiffness inhomogeneity and initiate cracks at the 
hydrate-surface interface for facilitating hydrate removal [23,33,42,43]. 
Detail understanding on the crack initiation mechanisms through inte-
grating sub-surface structures can be found in our previous works 
[23,42]. Importantly, the onion film maintains its flexibility even at low 
temperature of − 18 ℃ (Supplementary Fig. S3), which is highly bene-
ficial for crack initiation at the hydrate adhesion interface. Both the 
reduction in surface energy G and the initiation of interfacial cracks (i.e. 
increase in the value of a) contribute to the lower τhydrate on the onion 
film. It should be noted that the interstitial fluid in the epidermal cells of 
the onion film becomes ice under subzero temperature, which increase 
the surface modulus and could lead to strong hydrate-surface in-
teractions. However, the possible counter effect of increased surface 
modulus is suppressed by the unique properties of surface chemistry and 
sub-surface structures. Overall, low hydrate adhesion strength on onion 
films is achieved. As shown in Fig. 2b, the CyC5 hydrate adhesion 
strength drastically decreases from 95 kPa on bare glass to 16 kPa on 
onion film coatings. 

Although the mechanism of low hydrate adhesion is highly encour-
aging, the onion film has intrinsic weakness in hydrate mitigation ap-
plications. The surface cuticle can be depleted in an only handful cycles 
of adhesion test, which leads to the total failure of the onion film. 
Particularly, the CyC5 is a very destructive organic solvent which will 
intensify the consuming of surface cuticle. In some cases, wrinkles or 
even holes are observed on the tested surfaces. Strong mechanical 
interlocking exists between the hydrate and rough/broken epidermal 
surface. Subsequently, the hydrate adhesion strength on the broken 

onion film increases to 73 kPa after 5 cycles of hydrate adhesion test, 
which approaches to the hydrate adhesion on a glass. Similar increasing 
trends in ice adhesion strength are also observed on onion film samples 
in icing/de-icing cycles (Supplementary Fig. S4). Thanks to the rela-
tively low destructive nature of water comparing to that of CyC5 solu-
tion, the ice adhesion on an onion film still remains far below that on a 
glass after 5 cycles. Nevertheless, the degradation of a real onion film is 
almost unavoidable due to the weak mechanical/chemical resistance in 
practice. Therefore, it is wise to realize the low hydrate adhesion 
mechanism of onion film in more durable materials for practical appli-
cations, namely fabricating novel onion inspired anti-hydrate surfaces. 

2.2. Onion inspired surface with excellent hydrate-phobicity 

Featuring the two key components of the onion film, the sub-surface 
pores and the top cuticle layer, is crucial for low hydrate adhesion. Using 
robust polymer-based materials, the novel onion inspired anti-hydrate 
coating is fabricated in a step-by-step approach, namely realizing the 
sub-surface pore structure first followed by enabling the function of the 
cuticle layer in the real onion films. 

There are numbers of methods for fabricating a variety of porous 
materials, all of which can be used for creating similar sub-surface pores 
of the onion film [23,24]. For the sake of simplicity, a commercially 
available and robust polymer-based material, the gecko tape, is taken as 
an initial component for assembling a novel anti-hydrate coating. The 
gecko tape, originally designed for realizing special adhesion, has uni-
form pillars with interval distance of around 100 µm that is similar to the 
pore dimension in the onion film. As shown in Fig. 3a–c, applying the 
gecko tape on solid surfaces is a straight-forward but effective way of 
creating sub-surface pores like onion films. The face with pillars can 
firmly adhere on the substrate and create sub-surface pores, meanwhile, 
the smooth face can eliminate mechanical interlocking between hydrate 
and surface, as shown in Fig. 3d. It is worth emphasizing that other sub- 
surface pore structure by other fabrication method will serve the same 
purpose of fabricating the onion-inspired coating. Nevertheless, the 
choice of gecko tape in this work is sufficient to demonstrate the bio- 
inspired mechanisms for anti-hydrate. Furthermore, the as-prepared 

Fig. 2. Hydrate adhesion on onion films. (a) Schematic illustrations of hydrate-onion film system with and without external shearing force. (b) The hydrate 
adhesion strength on pure glass and glass that covered by onion film. (c) The hydrate adhesion strength on glass covered by onion film in hydrating/de-hydrating 
cycles. The hydrate adhesion strength is measured under − 18 ℃ with CyC5 hydrate. 
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onion inspired coating has the advantage of enhanced adhesion to 
various solid substrates (different pipe walls), thanks to the micropillars 
mimicking the adhesion effect of gecko toe [44,45]. In a peeling off test, 
the micropillars are found to indeed adhere tightly on glass substrate 
(Fig. 3d). The strong adhesion between onion inspired film and substrate 
guarantees a stable coating, which is crucial for practical applications. 
The hydrate-phobicity of this new coating with sub-surface pores like 
those in onion films is then subjected to hydrate adhesion test. The 
hydrate adhesion strength on this onion inspired surface is extremely 
low, showing a mean value of around 4.7 kPa (Fig. 3e) and being more 
than 95 % reduction than the hydrate adhesion strength on a pure glass 
(Fig. 2b). As cyclic test results shown in Fig. 3e, the hydrate adhesion 
strength on the new coating maintains at a super low range, yielding an 
average value around 8.7 kPa after 20 hydrating/de-hydrating cycles. 
The new onion inspired coating also exhibits long-term low ice adhesion 
strength, as shown by results given in Supplementary Fig. S5. All the 
results here indicate that the onion inspired surface with sub-surface 
pore structure, one of the two key factors of onion film, can already 
greatly reduce hydrate adhesion strength and at the same time possess 
excellent durability. 

The second property of an onion film that is crucial to hydrate 
removal is the cuticle layer on the surface. As discussed above, the 
cuticle layer can lower the surface energy and at the same time serve as 
surface lubricant, which provides further weakening effects on hydrate 
adhesion on top of the onion film. Here in this work, a regenerable low- 

energy lubricant layer is introduced on the as-prepared onion inspired 
coating to mimic the cuticle layer. As shown in Fig. 4a, the lubricating 
silicone oil is chosen for such purpose to infuse into the sub-surface 
porous structure of the onion inspired coating. The silicone oil can fill 
the sub-surface pores efficiently through self-diffusion that is driven by 
capillary forces [46]. Interestingly, the originally foggy onion inspired 
coating becomes highly transparent after lubricant infusing, as the de-
tails of the infusing process of the dyed lubricant depicted in Fig. 4a. 
With the silicone oil in the sub-surface pores as shown in Fig. 4b, the 
onion inspired coating (which is made of silicone elastomer) can grad-
ually absorb the oil and constantly generate a thin lubricant layer atop 
unless the concentration gradient of the silicone oil is exhausted [47,48]. 
By integrating such regenerability of a top lubricant layer to mimicking 
cuticle layer on the onion film, the durability of anti-hydrate perfor-
mance on the new coating is greatly enhanced, which is a sufficient way 
to avoid the failure of the real onion film as a result of consumption of 
the cuticle layer. It should be noted that the self-driven infusing of the 
silicone oil into the sub-surface pores of the onion inspired coating also 
provides an effective way for the replenishing of the lubricants. 
Importantly, the strategy introduced here for creating the lubricant layer 
to mimic the function of the cuticle layer on the onion film do not 
counteract with the crack initiating at the surfaces but rather enhance 
weakening effect of hydrate adhesion (Fig. 4b). Thanks to the synergy 
between two effects of sub-surface pores and the lubricating layer on this 
onion inspired surfaces, extremely low hydrate adhesion strength is 

Fig. 3. Onion inspired anti-hydrate surfaces. (a) 
The microscope pillar structures of the gecko tape 
used as template for create sub-surface pore structures 
to mimic onion films. (b) The as-prepared film with 
uniform micro-pillars adhering onto a glass substrate. 
The interval distance of the pillars is close to the 
dimension of the pores in onion films. (c) The resulted 
onion inspired anti-hydrate coating has a smooth top 
surface and well-organized sub-surface pores. (d) 
Schematics of the onion inspired hydrate-phobic sur-
face with the advantage of strong adhesion to various 
solid substrates. (e) The hydrate adhesion strength on 
the onion inspired coating in cyclic de-hydrate test. 
The hydrate adhesion strength is measured under − 18 
℃ with CyC5 hydrate.   

Fig. 4. Cuticle mimicking layer on the onion 
inspired coating with superior hydrate-phobicity. 
(a) High transparency of the coating with infused 
lubricant in the sub-surface pores. The detailed self- 
diffusion process of lubricant infusing driven by 
capillary force is shown by dyed silicone oil. (b) 
Schematics of the regenerability of the lubricant layer 
and the resulting superior hydrate-phobicity. (c) The 
comparison chart that shows the hydrate adhesion 
strength in the literatures and in this work. The hy-
drate adhesion strength on the onion inspired surfaces 
with and without artificial cuticles are inserted. The 
hydrate adhesion strength is measured under − 18 ℃ 
with CyC5 hydrate.   
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realized on the coating, reaching an unprecedented low hydrate adhe-
sion strength of 2.9 kPa as shown in Fig. 4c. Given that the lubricant 
layer can be generated continuously with an adequate source of supply, 
the hydrate adhesion on the onion inspired coatings will be maintained 
at extremely low values. However, in the practical oil/gas trans-
portations, the liquid lubricant can be depleted fast under the fluid 
washing. Moreover, the replenishment of the lubricant in a real pipeline 
system can be challenging. Future design that can provide long-term 
surface lubricating effects without replenishing is highly needed. With 
a comparison chart shown in Fig. 4c, we know that our onion inspired 
strategy provides the lowest hydrate adhesion strength comparing to 
other reports [14,21,22]. However, one should note that different test 
conditions (including apparatus’ set-up, temperatures, hydrate types, 
and so on) are applied in various studies. Further studies on the hydrate 
adhesion strength using a standardized test condition, especially, with 
methane hydrate will be essential for promoting hydrate-phobic surfaces 
to practical applications. We also would like to point out that in the oil/ 
gas transportation systems, the adhesion behaviors between hydrate and 
surfaces can be more complicated by taking the water layer above the 
hydrate particles into consideration [49]. Aspects concerning muti-scale 
hydrate adhesion strength calculation, water layer effects on the hydrate 
adhesion, subcooling effects on hydrate adhesion, and hydrate adhesion 
of various hydrates need to be systematically investigated in the near 
future. 

2.3. Conclusions 

In this work, the mechanisms of the exceptional performance of 
onion film in lowering adhesion strength is explored, and further applied 
in fabricating an onion inspired surface with superior low hydrate 
adhesion strength. Specifically, the sub-surface pores and the atop 
cuticle layer are found accountable for the low hydrate adhesion. The 
sub-surface porous structures can cause stiffness inhomogeneity and 
initiate interface cracks, while the cuticle can act as hydrophobic 
lubricating layer for further lowering hydrate adhesion. An onion 
inspired surface is then fabricated to mimicking the low hydrate adhe-
sion functionality of the onion film, with special care taken to enhance 
the materials durability. By creating a smooth surface with sub-surface 
pores on robust elastomer, the new onion inspired coating achieves 
extremely low hydrate adhesion strength of 2.9 kPa. The onion inspired 
surface can also maintain excellent hydrate-phobicity with low hydrate 
adhesion strength of 8.7 kPa after 20 hydrating/de-hydrating cycles. 
The surface designed with this regenerable slippery lubricating layer 
shows outstanding hydrate-phobicity, thus possesses great potentials for 
practical anti-hydrate applications. The in-depth bio-inspiring strategy 
in this work also opens an avenue for the fabrication of new anti-hydrate 
materials. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Materials 

Fresh onions that are bought from supermarket are used for the tests. 
The actual onion films and onion bulb scales are peeled off and used for 
the adhesion and water contact angle test. The onion inspired surfaces 
are fabricated by paste elastomer films (Gecko® Nanoplast®, Germany) 
onto glass substrates. To create the lubricant layer on the onion inspired 
coating, silicone oil (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) is infused into the sub- 
surface pores. The silicone oil colored with Sudan I (Sigma Aldrich, 
Germany) is used to show the diffusion process of oil into the sub-surface 
pores. The precursor of CyC5 hydrate is fabricated by mixing cyclo-
pentane with deionized water using the method reported by McKinley 
et al. [22]. Firstly, 4 wt% Tween 85 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) is dis-
solved in water to serve as an emulsifier. The cyclopentane is then added 
into water, the CyC5-to-water molar ratio is fixed at 1: 17. The mixture is 
further handled with 30 min of ultrasonication to obtain the CyC5-in- 

water emulsion. 

3.2. Fabrication of coatings 

The onion films are peeled off from the bulb scales and are adhered 
onto glass substrates for ice/hydrate adhesion tests. In adhering an 
onion film onto a glass, the hydrophilic side (Supplementary Fig. S2) is 
brought into contact with the substrate and the hydrophobic side of the 
onion film is exposed for ice/hydrate adhesion test. To ensure a tight 
contact between an onion film and a glass surface, a transparent double- 
side tap is used as an intermediate layer. The onion films are carefully 
adhered with a smooth contact to the glass substrate. The onion inspired 
surface is made by coating elastomer films with smooth surface and sub- 
surface micro-pillars onto glass substrates. The elastomer film is a 
commercially available gecko tap that provided by the Gottlieb Binder 
GmbH & Co. KG. The fabrication method of this tap is not included in 
this work. The well-designed gecko feet inspired pillars can adhered 
perfectly and tightly onto glass substrates. After infusing the silicone oil 
into the sub-surface pores, the lubricant can gradually penetrate the 
elastomer and form an artificial cuticle layer on the coatings. The sur-
faces after silicone oil infusing are stored in room temperature for 24 h 
before hydrate adhesion measurements. 

3.3. Characterizations 

The morphologies of the onion films and onion inspired surfaces are 
characterized by a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FEI 
APREO SEM). The onion film is pre-dried in fume hood for 10 days under 
room temperature before SEM observation. All samples are sputter- 
coated with a 10 nm platinum/palladium layer before SEM character-
ization. The water contact angle is measured using a CAM 200 contact- 
angle system (KSV Instruments Ltd., Helsinki, Finland), where water is 
supplied via a syringe in or out of sessile droplets (~2 μL). The fresh 
surfaces of onion film and onion bulb scale are held under room tem-
perature for 1 h to evaporate the surface water before water contact 
angle test. To measure the adhesion strength between onion bulb scales 
and glass substrates, the bulb scales are firstly cut into samples with a 
dimension of 10 mm * 10 mm * 2 mm. Then, the bulb scales are pasted 
onto the glass substrates. A weight around ~200 g is placed atop the 
bulb scales to ensure a full contact between the samples and the glasses 
(Fig. 1d). Two adhesive systems are made, one with an intermediate 
onion film between bulb scale and glass substrate, and another one 
without an intermediate layer. The systems are then transferred into a 
freezer with a temperature of − 18 ◦C for 3 h. The adhesion strength of 
frozen bulb scales on glass are measured by a universal mechanical 
tester (Instron Model 5944) equipped with lab built cooling system and 
chamber, as described in previous studies [23]. In order to test the 
adhesion strength of frozen bulb scales to glasses, the prob is placed on 
the bulb scales directly. The ice/hydrate adhesion strength is also 
measured using the same instrument and set-up. A polypropylene 
centrifuge tube with a 1 mm thick wall and a 15 mm inner diameter is 
placed on the coatings. 1.5 mL deionized water is infused into the mold, 
the samples are then held in freezer with constant temperature of − 18 ◦C 
for 3 h to ensure complete freezing. To prepare a hydrate sample, 1.5 mL 
CyC5-in-water emulsion is infused into the mold and held under − 18 ◦C 
for 6 h (Supplementary Fig. S6). Before test, the samples are transferred 
from the freezer to the cooling chamber of the test machine and stabi-
lized at − 18 ◦C for 30 min. During adhesion test, a force probe propels 
the adhered samples at a velocity of 0.01 mm⋅s − 1, and the probe is 
located close to the tested coating surface (<1 mm) to minimize the 
torque on the ice/hydrate cylinder. 5 samples for each type of adhesion 
test are prepared to get an average adhesion strength. 
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